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terview, is that research is associated with
powerful rewards. It is written down,
widely disseminated, and directly tied to
its author’s reputation among peers world-
wide. Outside interests—grant-making
agencies, corporations—can identify and
reward the best researchers with funds to
pursue their work, speaking and consult-
ing assignments, and job or equity o≠ers.
Educational ratings can measure research
(for example, in literature citations).

Teaching has none of these
advantages, at least today.
Without systematic, recog-
nized measures of teaching
e≠ectiveness, neither students
nor outside raters know how
to evaluate or act on the lim-
ited data available. Whereas
scholars share drafts of their
research with one another and
hash out exciting lines of in-
quiry, teaching remains pri-
vate: faculty members rarely
attend one another’s classes.
E≠orts to make teaching a
subject of collegial improve-
ment are scarcer still.

That “inherent disadvantage,” Bok said,
needs to be addressed with administrative
support, from review of appointments
through setting of salaries, conferring of
recognition, and providing resources to
help people who are “moved to improve
their teaching.” No one thing would
su∞ce, he noted: taking better account of
a candidate’s teaching at the time of ap-
pointment does not address the need for
mentoring and improvement throughout

an ensuing 30-year academic career. “The
cumulative e≠ect of many small changes,”
he said, “will change the culture of the
place overall.”

Alongside the new task force, Bok
pointed to two complementary initiatives.
An FAS working group met during the
summer to refine thinking about the Col-
lege’s general education requirements
(currently covered by the Core courses).
This fall, he said, its work should be ready

for discussion among a
wider group of faculty
members. (A draft report
was released on October 3;
see www.harvardmag-
azine.com for updates.)

Separately, Bok indi-
cated, he, Skocpol, and
Bok Center director James
Wilkinson had begun to
examine teaching-fellow
preparation and junior-
faculty training. Beyond
tools and techniques—
such as the center’s cur-
rent service of videotaping
a class for subsequent

Harvard Business School (HBS) classes are taught interac-
tively—by the case method—and by the professors themselves,
who also do the grading, following a strict 20-70-10 curve.
Moreover, the first-year M.B.A. curriculum is prescribed for all
students; typically seven or eight professors form a teaching
group for each course, with each faculty member conducting
the class for one of the student sections, while jointly striving
for consistency in what all the students learn. Adding to the
challenge, less than half the HBS faculty now come from busi-
ness-school backgrounds; a majority have degrees in other disci-
plines, and so encounter case-method teaching cold.

As HBS differs from the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) in
curriculum, student experiences, and the teaching demands
placed on professors, so its new Christensen Center for Teach-
ing and Learning (established in late 2004) differs from FAS’s
similarly named Bok Center. Staff from the Christensen Center,
building on an existing four-day orientation to the school and
case teaching for new faculty members, now regularly meet
with professors, when asked, to review their teaching plans, at-
tend and videotape a class, and then discuss the tape and their

observations together.About 130 of HBS’s 230 teaching faculty
have gone through the process so far, according to center direc-
tor Willis Emmons ’81, M.B.A. ’85, Ph.D. ’89, a senior lecturer
with deep knowledge of the school.

The center is developing a repository of tapes on best prac-
tices to help faculty members teach better. This “coaching li-
brary” enables professors to see how peers start a class, make
a cold call on students, deal with difficult material, or wrap up a
session. Annual symposiums focus on a teaching challenge: ex-
ecutive education last year; this year, how to grade and provide
feedback to students. “Caselets” on such topics use the case
approach to teach the teachers themselves. Written outlines
cover essentials of conducting a case class and how to observe
a class effectively—a critical skill, because senior-faculty evalua-
tions of teaching are required in HBS promotions. None of this
is “high science” yet, Emmons says, but the center is extending
its research in hopes of better serving HBS and, ultimately,
other Harvard professional schools using the case method.

The center “is not the woodshed. It’s not the remedial place
to go because you are having trouble,” nor a basic-skills venue
for teaching fellows (a core Bok Center activity). Emmons sees
the center becoming “a complement to and not a substitute for
faculty teaching development,” to which HBS already devotes
significant energy and effort.
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Classicist Kathleen M.
Coleman says that 
in her discipline,
teaching has long
been considered
"integral in the 
handing down of the
torch of knowledge."
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